‘Traditional Formulae for the Modern World’
created by Giovanni Maciocia®

The Three Treasures® were first introduced in 1994. Since then, the
formulae have allowed practitioners all over the world to achieve
clinical results in safety.
The majority of formulae are variations of classical formulae created
by Giovanni Maciocia® by adapting the ancient formulae to Western
clinical reality according to his 39 years clinical experience.
Some of the formulae have been created by Giovanni specifically to address
patterns of disharmony of Western patients not addressed by classical Chinese formulae.
Some reasons that make The Three Treasures® formulae so valuable in practice:
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Created by Giovanni Maciocia® on the basis of his 39 years clinical experience. The formula
are formulated to reflect Western clinical reality and are balanced to take into account
complex combinations of patterns that patients with chronic conditions usually suffer from.
A unique, comprehensive clinical manual with color photographs of tongues for each
formula to aid diagnosis and choice of formula.
A whole range of formulas for common gynaecological complaints in a dedicated
gynaecological line; the Women’s Treasure®.
A line dedicated to pediatric issues called The Little Treasures®.
A complete range of formulas for mental-emotional problems based on Giovanni’s
research in this field over many years. Many of his formulas reflect Giovanni’s deep insight
into the Shen in Chinese medicine and are designed to address mental-emotional distress
by regulating Shen and Hun.
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A whole range of formulas to address the most common conditions of Bi syndrome.
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Proven formulas to address the side-effects of chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
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A comprehensive website dedicated entirely to The Three Treasures® and Women’s Treasure®
formulas with full description of each formula, list of symptoms and patterns addressed
by each and many newsletters illustrating the clinical use of the formulas.
Made from concentrated powders under strict quality controls which guarantee their
freshness and quality.
Su Wen Herbs® formulas do not contain
any mineral or animal substance to
comply with US and EU laws, and are
suitable for vegetarians.

suwenherbs.com

